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THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON EURASIAN ECONOMIES WAS HOSTED BY EMU

The International Conference on Eurasian
Economies was hosted by the Eastern
Mediterranean University (EMU) Business
and Economics Faculty, Department of
Economics. The said conference commenced
with an opening ceremony that took place at

the Rauf Raif Denktaş Culture and Conference
Center at 15:00 on Tuesday, the 11th of June
2019. The conference jointly organized by
EMU, The Eurasian Economists Association,
Beykent University and the Kyrgyz-Turkish
Manas University continued until the 13th

of June 2019. The 11th conference of its
kind took place with the financial support of
the Turkish Cooperation and Coordination
Agency (TİKA) and the Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus (TRNC) Central Bank.
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EMU HOLDS ENTRANCE AND SCHOLARSHIP EXAM

1446 students took the Eastern Mediterranean
University’s (EMU) Entrance and Scholarship
Exam for Turkish Cypriot high school students
and Turkish high school students who received
uninterrupted education at a Turkish Cypriot
high school or an equivalent school. The
exam took place on Tuesday, the 11th of June
2019 between 10:00 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. at
the EMU Campus in Famagusta and at the

Turkish Maarif College in Nicosia. Students
will be admitted to the Turkish Council of
Higher Education approved Biomedical
Engineering undergraduate program operating
under the Engineering Faculty as well as the
New Media and Journalism undergraduate
program operating under the Communication
Faculty from the 2019-2020 Academic Year
Fall Semester onwards. New students will also

be admitted to the Orthopedic Prosthesis and
Orthesis associate program operating under the
School of Health Services and the Pastry and
Baking associate program operating under the
School of Tourism and Hospitality Management
via the EMU Entrance and Scholarship Exam.
Information from the EMU Rector’s Office
indicated that the candidates took Turkish,
Literature and Social Sciences, Mathematics-1,
Mathematics-2, Science, English Language and
Visual Skill tests in line with the points required
by the programs candidates are interested in.
Student Registration
Students who have gained the right to study at
EMU after the 2019 Entrance and Scholarship
Exam will be able to register from the 12th of
June 2019. The said students will need to apply
to EMU Registrar’s Office with their high
school diploma, a photocopy of their TRNC
Identity Card and 4 passport sized photographs.
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THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON EURASIAN ECONOMIES WAS HOSTED BY EMU
Speaking at the opening, Conference CoChair Prof. Dr. Selahattin Sarı provided
information about the conference underlining
that the conference which aimed to bring
together economists and finance professionals
in the region continues to grow each year.
Stating that 47 Turkish, 14 English and 15
Russian papers will be presented during this
year’s event, Prof. Dr. Sarı thanked everyone
who contributed to the organization of the
11th International Conference on Eurasian
Economies.
EMU Business and Economics Faculty,
Department of Economics Chair and
Conference Co-Chair Prof. Dr. Mehmet
Balcılar provided information about the
conference theme and the topics of the papers
to be presented. Indicating that the conference
serves as a platform for economists working
on Eurasian economies to carry out scientific
collaboration, Prof. Dr. Balcılar wished all
participants a fruitful conference.
Kyrgyz-Turkish
Manas
University
Department of Economics Chair Prof. Dr.
Jusup Pirimbaev welcomed everyone to the
conference whilst expressing his happiness

regarding the conference taking place in
Turkish, English and Russian. KyrgyzTurkish Manas University Rector Prof. Dr.
Sebahattin Balcı provided information about
their university and expressed his happiness
regarding being at EMU.
Beykent University Rector Prof. Dr. Murat
Ferman drew attention to the academic
importance of the conference and wished
everyone a fruitful event. Prof. Dr. Ferman
went on to describe EMU as a very valuable
institution in the TRNC and the world that
has reached its 40th year.
EMU Vice Rector for Academic Affairs
Prof. Dr. Halit Tanju Besler welcomed
everyone to the conference and underlined
the valuable work carried out by EMU. After
thanking everyone that will contribute to the
event, Prof. Dr. Besler provided information
about the university. Touching upon EMU’s
position on the world university rankings
Prof. Dr. Besler emphasized that conferences
lead to important academic acquisitions.
After the opening speeches, Prof. Dr. Besler
and Prof. Dr. Balcılar delivered plaques of

appreciation to those who contributed to the
conference.
The Best Papers Were Rewarded
The best papers presented within the scope
of the conference were presented Prof. Dr.
Mükerrem Hiç PhD Incentive Reward and
the Best Paper Award. The family of Prof. Dr.
Mükerrem Hiç, who delivered the opening
speech of the first conference in 2010 and who
passed away in 2012, has been giving a PhD
incentive award since 2015. Every year, the
board of judges, selects from papers prepared
by PhD students on micro economy, growth
and development, theory of money, finance,
globalization and international commerce.
The owner of the Best Paper Award is also
selected by a board of judges.
The meeting subjects included: economic
integration as part of globalization, regional
cooperation,
international
commerce,
sustainable growth and development,
transition economies, finance, energy, natural
resources and the environment. During the
conference 76 papers were presented by
participants from 6 different countries.

EMU IS GOING TO SUPPORT
THE TRAINING OF ENGLISH TEACHERS
Prof. Dr. Osam with a draft project which
requested EMU’s support in the training
of English teachers operating under the
Turkish Ministry of National Education in
İstanbul.

Eastern Mediterranean University (EMU)
Education Faculty, Department of Foreign
Language Education, English Teaching
Undergraduate Program graduate Ömer

Faruk Erdoğan visited EMU Rector Prof.
Dr. Necdet Osam in his office on Friday
the 14th of June 2019. During the visit that
commenced at 09:30, Erdoğan presented

The project aims for EMU to provide
support to English teachers operating
within the scope of the Turkish Ministry
of National Education via in-service
training. If an agreement is reached
between the Ministries of both countries
after EMU holds the necessary meetings
with the Turkish Republic of Northern
Cyprus (TRNC) Ministry of National
Education and Culture a “Developing
English Teaching with Modern Methods
Collaboration Protocol” will be signed.
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EMU ACADEMICIAN’S FILM BRINGS THE PEACE AND
FRIENDSHIP AWARD TO CYPRUS

The film titled “The Two Faces of War”
directed by Eastern Mediterranean University
(EMU) Communication Faculty, Department
of Cinema and TV senior instructor Ömer
Evre received the “Peace and Friendship
Award” at the 10th International Lions Short
Film Competition. The short film sets-off
from the joint pain of the 1974 war whilst
drawing attention to friendships between
Turkish Cypriots and Greek Cypriots as well
as missing people. “The Two Faces of War”
competed with 220 short films making the
final along with 18 other films and it is based
on a true story.
In a statement on the matter Ömer Evre
indicated that the film aims to raise
awareness regarding work relating to missing
people after the 1974 war as well as to
strengthen friendship bonds between the two

communities. Pointing to the contributions
made by his students at the EMU
Communication Faculty, Department of
Radio, Television and Cinema Evre advised
his students to not shy away from being
creative if they want to achieve success.
Feature-Length Version will also be
Filmed
Evre stated that the slogan for the film is “Pain
Knows No Bounds” before going on to note:
“The trauma of ’74 led to joint pain amongst
both communities. There are still people
who don’t know what happened to their
spouse, children, brothers and relatives. The
generation that witnessed the war is getting
older and some of those people are dying.
As people cannot carry the burden of their
sins they are confessing to the Committee on
Missing Persons. The aim of our film is to

raise awareness about the work carried out by
the Committee on Missing Persons by telling
a true story. This story reflects the friendships
developed and maintained between Turkish
Cypriots and Greek Cypriots following a
confession that took place 45 years after an
event. What is left behind from the pain is the
saying ‘When elephants fight it is the grass
that suffers.”
Giving the good news that filming will
commence for a feature-length version
of “The Two Faces of War” in June 2019
Evre stated that the voluntary work of the
technical crew, production crew, thespians
and musicians will be of extreme value. The
feature length version of the film will include
big names such as artist Ayla Algan and
consulting director Biket İlhan.

EMU IS A PIONEER IN THE FIELD OF
CITTASLOW CONSULTANCY
The Eastern Mediterranean University
(EMU) Architecture Faculty continues to
be a pioneer in Cittaslow consultancy. EMU
Architecture Faculty provides consultancy
services to 4 of the 5 municipalities in the
Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus that
are Cittaslow members. EMU Architecture
Faculty has once again proven its value
after the Tatlısu Municipality has recently
become a Cittaslow member. The
“Cittaslow Consultancy and Reporting
Service” protocol was signed between

EMU and the Tatlısu Municipality in 2016.
The aim of the protocol was to provide the
conditions necessary for the municipality
to successful apply to be a part of the
International Cittaslow movement. Within
the scope of the protocol, the counselling
and reporting services were provided by
EMU Architecture Faculty academic staff
members Prof. Dr. Uğur Ulaş Dağlı, Asst.
Prof. Dr. Asu Tozan and Asst. Prof. Dr.
Pınar Uluçay.
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THE EMU DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE IS
REPRESENTED IN ISTANBUL
A number of panels and presentations on
education and the field took place during the
first day of the meetings. These were followed
by four workshops under the headings of
Accreditation, Education Programs, Academic
Structure and Institutional Structure. After the
workshops attended by chairs data obtained
was discussed and minutes were taken.

Eastern Mediterranean University (EMU)
Architecture Faculty, Department of Interior
Architecture Vice Chair Asst. Prof. Dr. Kamil
Güley represented EMU at the 9th Interaction
and Communication Platform for National
Inter-Graduate Programs (ULPIEP) that was

hosted by the Istanbul Medipol University,
Fine Arts, Design and Architecture Faculty,
Department of Interior Architecture and
Environmental Design in Istanbul as well as
at the 13th Interior Architecture Department
Chairs Meeting.

On the second day of the meetings individuals
who have made a name for themselves in the
field such as Jale Kulin, Atilla Kuzu, Levent
Çırpıcı and Mustafa Toner held a panel with
Hasan Alpay Gülten from the Chamber of
Interior Architects. The meetings came to an
end with topics discussed and decisions made
being summarized and put into a report.

PLATO’S THEORY ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
JUSTICE AND HAPPINESS DISCUSSED IN EMU

The Eastern Mediterranean University
(EMU) Cyprus Policy Center,
in
collaboration with the Department of
Political Science and International Affairs,
organised a seminar titled “The Defense of
Justice in Plato’s Republic”. At the beginning
of the seminar, EMU Political Science and
International Relations Department academic
staff member Assist. Prof. Dr. Umut Bozkurt
delivered an opening speech and introduced
Mehmet M. Erginel, a Professor of Ancient
Greek Philosophy, to the participants.
Mehmet M. Erginel completed his
undergraduate studies at Duke University
with a major in Economics. He received
his M.A. and Ph.D in Philosophy at the

University of Texas at Austin, specializing in
ancient Greek philosophy. After completing
his graduate studies in 2004, he returned to
Cyprus, and has been working at Eastern
Mediterranean University since then.
Erginel’s articles have appeared in the
leading journals in the field, including Oxford
Studies in Ancient Philosophy, The Classical
Quarterly, and the British Journal for the
History of Philosophy. He was a Visiting
Research Fellow at Princeton University
and a Visiting Scholar at the University
of St Andrews. He also taught at Boğaziçi
University Department of Philosophy as
Visiting Faculty. Erginel’s main research
interests are Platonic moral psychology,
Platonic epistemology, Aristotelian moral

psychology and Aristotelian metaphysics.
During his presentation, Erginel stated that
alongside with the aforesaid subjects, the
issues of education and political philosophy
are also discussed in Plato’s famous work
‘The Republic’. Erginel also added that
the common theme uniting all these views
is justice. Erginel went on to state that the
theory of ‘a just man being happier than unjust
man’ is the major theme of Plato’s work ‘The
Republic’. During his presentation, Erginel
also touched upon Plato’s views on despotic
leaders. According to Plato, they are the
most unhappy and lonely ones; such political
figures have no friends; they constantly
worry about who would kill them or betray
them; they are afraid to interact with the
people they rule without an army protecting
them; and they are worried that even those
who protect them could betray them at any
time. According to Plato, philosophers who
possess all virtues, including justice, have a
harmonious spirit and philosophical pleasures
are the most supreme pleasures and that’s why
the philosophers are happier. Erginel went
on to state that Plato is defined as the first
feminist as he claimed that women, as well
as men, have the potential to become ideal
candidates for governing or administrative
positions in state.
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EMU HOSTED A PANEL ON ORGAN DONATION

Eastern Mediterranean University Faculty
of Health Sciences, Department of Health
Management, in collaboration with the
TRNC Ministry of Health, organised a panel
on organ donation in the TRNC and an organ
donation event.
Having taken place with the slogan “The
Most Beautiful Trace You Can Leave for
Life’, the event was held at Mustafa Afşin
Ersoy Hall at 2:30 p.m. on Thursday, 30
May 2019. Speaking at the panel opening,
EMU Health Sciences Faculty Dean Prof.
Dr. Mehtap Malkoç stated that EMU Health
Sciences Faculty provides support both
on the educational and social dimensions.
Adding that the society’s awareness regarding
organ donation is at a high level, Prof. Dr.
Malkoç expressed her pleasure in living in a
sensitive community with social awareness.
Prof. Dr. Malkoç concluded her speech by
stating that their aim is to further educate the
society towards this purpose and increase the
society’s participation and support in organ
donation.
EMU Dr. Fazıl Küçük Medicine Faculty Dean
Prof. Dr Nahide Gökçora also delivered a
speech at the event and stated that the Cypriot
community is well-aware of the importance

of organ donation but the donations have not
yet reached a desirable level. Emphasising
the importance of raising awareness, Prof. Dr.
Gökçora added that all levels of society have
important duties in this respect.
Following the opening addresses, the panel
commenced under the moderatorship of
EMU Health Sciences Faculty Dean Prof. Dr.
Mehtap Malkoç and EMU Dr. Fazıl Küçük
Medicine Faculty Dean Prof. Dr. Nahide
Gökçora.
During the panel, Dr. Burhan Nalbantoğlu
State Hospital Nephrology Department
Chief Assoc. Prof. Dr. Duriye Deren
Oygar, EMU Health Sciences Faculty Vice
Dean Assist. Prof. Dr. Gülten Sucu Dağ,
EMU Dr. Fazıl Küçük Medicine Faculty
academic staff member Expert Psychologist

Naife Sevdalı Zaim, and TRNC Ministry
of Health Organ Transplant Coordinator
Meral Yükseliş shared their experiences on
the current state of organ donations in the
TRNC, human cell tissue organ transplant
act, brain death, experiences of patients and
their relatives, psychological effects of organ
donation, global problems encountered and
recommendations for solutions.
Another guest of the panel was Veli Çelik,
who is the first patient ever in the TRNC to
have a heart transplant. Veli Çelik spoke about
his illness and things he encountered during
the organ transplant process. At the end of
the panel which is the first organization of its
kind in the TRNC, TRNC Ministry of Health
Officials also received registrations for organ
donations.
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EMU ELEMENTARY EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
ORGANISED EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION DAYS

Eastern Mediterranean University (EMU)
Education Faculty, Elementary Education
Department hosted a series of activities under
the theme “Early Childhood Education”. The
two-day activities aimed to celebrate the joy of
the graduation of 103 students at the end of the
2018-2019 Academic Year Spring Semester and,
at the same time, raise public awareness on the
importance of Elementary Education.
The organization started with the poster
presentations of the 4th year students of the Pre-

school Teacher Education Department, all of
which were prepared in scope of the scientific
research project course, and continued with a panel
titled “Career Journey: From Teacher to Teacher.”
The opening address of the panel was delivered
by EMU Elementary Education Department
Chair Assoc. Prof. Dr. Eda Yazgın, who stated
their happiness in exhibiting the outcomes of
the courses offered to students throughout the
year. Assoc. Prof. Dr. Eda Yazgın also expressed
her pleasure in their department’s creating
“interactive” meeting opportunities in cooperation

with universities, schools and communities.
At the end of her address, Assoc. Prof. Dr. Eda
Yazgın gave messages to all graduands regarding
professional qualifications. During the panel which
took place under the moderatorship of academic
staff members Prof. Dr. Ayşe Işık Gürşimşek
and Dr. Begüm Çubukçuoğlu Devran, EMU
graduates Expert Seher İşler, Research Assistant
Cansu Dursun and Research Assistant Elif Esra
Özenç delivered speeches. Early Childhood
Education Days continued with the presentation of
educational materials, mini musical performances,
and drama installations. On the second day of
the organisation, teacher candidates practiced
their skills with the students of Lucky Duck
nursery school. In this way, designed materials
and presentations were piloted interactively on
preschool children who were the target audience.
The high level participation of academic staff
members, students studying at the department,
preschool children and teachers in the two-day
activities created satisfaction as all activities
worked towards the fulfillment of the department’s
mission to raise awareness on the importance of
Elementary Education.

EMU DR. FAZIL KÜÇÜK FACULTY OF MEDICINE DELIVERS
SLEEP APNEA EDUCATION AT FAMAGUSTA STATE HOSPITAL
indicated that sleep apnea is an important public
health problem that can be seen in 5 out of 100
people. Prof. Dr. Karakurt also indicated that
sleep apnea cases become more common later
in life. Defining people who suffer from sleep
apnea as people whose breathing stops for at
least 10 seconds during deep sleep or REM
sleep, Prof. Dr. Karakurt indicated that waking
up in the morning tired and being prone to sleep
throughout the day are important components of
the syndrome.

The Eastern Mediterranean University (EMU)
Dr. Fazıl Küçük Faculty of Medicine delivered
a conference on “Sleep Apnea” aimed towards
Famagusta State Hospital personnel. The said
conference was attended by EMU Dr. Fazıl
Küçük Faculty of Medicine Dean Prof. Dr.
Nahide Gökçora. The conference was delivered
by Marmara University Faculty of Medicine,
Internal Medicine Department and EMU Dr.
Fazıl Küçük Faculty of Medicine academic
staff member Prof. Dr. Sait Karakurt who

“You will solve a very important problem”
Relaying fundamental information about the
disease, Prof. Dr. Karakurt emphasized that
doctors need to establish polyclinics and carry
out work in relation to these problems. Stating
that they have set-up a six bed sleep apnea unit
at the Marmara University Hospital Prof. Dr.
Karakurt highlighted that they are trying to
increase the number of beds to twelve because
of the great interest that currently leads to only
being able to give appointments to patients for
one year in the future. Prof. Dr. Karakurt went
on to state: “When you establish the polyclinic
your work load will significantly increase

however you will be solving a very important
public health problem.”
Extensive Information was Provided
Underlining that it is currently compulsory for
bus drivers in Turkey to take a sleep test, Prof.
Dr. Karakurt stated that people suffering from
sleep apnea primarily fall asleep during passive
situations such as when sitting down or when
at the cinema before stating that they can later
fall asleep during more active situations such
as when at work or when walking. Prof. Dr.
Karakut highlighted that this is very risky for
people with jobs that include the usage of sharp
objects or people working in public transport.
Prof. Dr. Karakurt continued to provide
information about the general structure of sleep.
Emphasizing that the time at which respiratory
function tests are carried out can lead to very
different results Prof. Dr. Karakurt touched
upon what needs to be done during the diagnosis
period and the characteristics of equipment used
in tests. At the end of the fruitful conference,
Prof. Dr. Karakurt answered questions that were
directed to him on sleep apnea by Famagusta
State Hospital personnel.
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7TH EMU TOURISM FACULTY EDUCATIONAL AND
CULTURAL TRIP

The annual Eastern Mediterranean University
(EMU) Tourism Faculty educational and
cultural trip took place for the seventh
time. This year’s destinations were
Ankara, Beypazarı and Eskişehir. The trip
coordinated by Asst. Prof. Dr. Nazenin Ruso
and senior instructor Turan Değirmencioğlu
was attended by 36 students from the TRNC,
Turkey, Kazakhstan, Iran and Nigeria
On the first day of the trip the students visited
the historical and cultural Hamamönü houses

and Anıtkabir in Ankara. The students had
the chance to view and record the soldiers’
changing of guard. Later during the day,
the students visited Atatürk’s House and in
the evening they obtained the opportunity
to stroll through the Tunalı Hilmi Avenue.
On the second day of the trip, the students
received “Barista Education” as a result
of the organization of EMU Tourism
Faculty, Department of Gastronomy and
Culinary Arts master chef and Ankara Chef
Academy Founding Director Ali Açıkgül.

As part of this education students visited the
Academy where they tasted and familiarized
themselves with different types of coffee.
After this, the group visited Ankara Castle
and Rahmi Koç Museum. On day three the
group travelled to Beypazarı where they were
met by Culture Department Director Zafer
Poyraz. Along with Poyraz, the group firstly
went to the Beypazarı natural mineral springs
where they attended a presentation about its
architecture and the production of mineral
water. Next, they visited Ankara University
Vocational School of Beypazarı where they
exchanged information about the program
and practices with the school director and
teachers. The students then travelled to the
center of Beypazarı with Zafer Poyraz where
they visited workshops and asked questions
to chefs about its famous 80 layered Baklava,
Beypazarı Kurusu, bread and casserole.
Day four of the trip included the visit to
Eskişehir. Here EMU Tourism Faculty
students visited the Wax Museum,
Odunpazarı Houses, Atılhan Handicraft
Bazaar, Kurşunlu Mosque and Complex,
Devrim car, Kentpark, Şelalepark and Porsuk
River. On the final day of the trip, the group
visited the Sazova Science Park, one of
Eskişehir’s most famous parks. Therefore
the students obtained the opportunity to
view important cultural monuments and taste
different flavors throughout the trip.
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GÜLSIN ONAY PIANO FESTIVAL TO BE HELD ON
4-5-6 JULY 2019
traits be evaluated. Cypriot pianists Esra
Poyrazoğlu Alpan and Arman Ratip will be
delivering concerts at the festival that will
also feature piano workshops and seminars.
The opening concert of the festival that
will feature many piano instructors will be
delivered by famous Turkish pianist Gülsin
Onay. The festival in memory of Cypriot
piano instructor Jale Derviş is being
organized by Cyprus Polyphonic Choirs
be taking place for the first time at the
TRNC at Rauf Raif Culture and Congress
Center in Famagusta. The festival aims to
contribute to Famagusta and the country’s
The first Gülsin Onay Piano Festival will

culture, introduce amateur pianists at all

Association chorists, choir chef Erkan
Dağlı, Rana Uluçay and their executive
board member Esra Uluçaylı.
The festival is expected to provide
significant contributions to piano education

ages by allowing them to take to the stage

in the TRNC. Participants can obtain

July 2019 as a result of a collaboration

and show what they have been working

information about the festival from the

between the Famagusta Municipality,

on, provide contributions to pianists by

website

Eastern Mediterranean University (EMU)

allowing them to develop their repertoires

com and e-mails regarding applications can

and

Choirs

as a result of listening to other pianists and

be sent to the address piyanofestotello@

Association. The Piano Festival will

have their academic education and artistic

gmail.com.

be taking place on the 4th, 5th and 6th of

the

Cyprus

Polyphonic

www.gulsinonaypiyanofestivali.

This Week’s Academic Publications
Faculty of Business and Economics

1- Nguh Nwei Asanga Fon. “An ‘African Justice’:
Legal Integration and the Emergence of an African
Judicial System.” Journal of Asian and African
Studies 54, no.4 (2019): 485-497.
2- Fırat Emir, and Festus Victor Bekun. “Energy
intensity, carbon emissions, renewable energy,
and economic growth nexus: new insights from
Romania.” Energy & Environment 30, no.3 (2019):
427-443.
3- Nilay Onbaşı. “The role of populist strategies in
differing outcomes of corruption scandals in Brazil
and Turkey.” Turkish Studies (2019)(Early Access):
1-20.
4- Ifedolapo Olanipekun, Godwin OlasehindeWilliams, and Seyi Saint Akadiri. “Gasoline prices
and economic policy uncertainty: what causes what,

Source: Web of Science
and why does it matter? Evidence from 18 selected
countries.” Environmental Science and Pollution
Research 26, no.15 (2019): 15187-15193.
5- G. Olowu, G. Olasehinde-Williams, and M. Bein.
“Does financial and agriculture sector development
reduce unemployment rates? Evidence from Southern
African countries.” Agricultural Economics–Czech
65, no. 5 (2019): 223-231.

Faculty of Arts and Sciences

1- S. Danial Forghani, S. Habib Mazharimousavi,
and M. Halilsoy. “Thin-shells and thin-shell
wormholes in new massive gravity.” The European
Physical Journal C 79, no. 6 (2019): 449.
2- Ali Övgün “ Weak field deflection angle by regular
black holes with cosmic strings using the GaussBonnet theorem.” Physical Review D 99, no. 10
(2019): 104075.

3- Mehmet Ali Özarslan, and Cemaliye Kürt.
“Nonhomogeneous initial and boundary value
problem for the Caputo-type fractional wave
equation.” Advances in Difference Equations 2019,
no. 1 (2019): 199.
4- Omar Mustafa, and Zeinab Algadhi. “Positiondependent mass momentum operator and minimal
coupling: point canonical transformation and
isospectrality.” The European Physical Journal Plus
134, no. 5 (2019): 228.

Faculty of Medicine

1- Dmitrii G. Tikhonov, Cemal Gurkan, Gokce
YA Peler, and Victor M. Dyakonov. “Matrilineal
and Patrilineal Genetic Continuity of Two Iron Age
Individuals from a Pazyryk Culture Burial.” Int J
Hum Genet 19, no. 1 (2019): 29-47.
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